Machine-Actionable Metadata for Software and Software Management Plans for NFDI
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Abstract. Research data is on its way to be recognized as a first-class citizen in research; however, and despite its importance for science, software still has a long way to go. Recent initiatives are paving the way, including FAIR for Research Software and Software Management Plans. A step further towards machine-actionability is adding a structured metadata layer. Here we discuss some metadata elements useful to represent software and integrate it into management plans, and how it could be of benefit for NFDI.
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1. Background

Traditionally, research outcomes have been published in text-based scholarly publications, where data and software used (or produced) are (sometimes) briefly discussed. Rich metadata exists for scholarly publication, making it easier to extract data and use it to create insights and knowledge out of it, for instance co-citation or co-author networks. Combined with Natural Language Processing techniques, in particular text-mining and text-based embeddings, further analysis becomes possible. Data and software are nowadays recognized as key players for the advance of science; however, they are not yet first-class citizens when it comes to publication and citation.

The Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable (FAIR) guiding principles for data [1] favor the use of machine-actionable metadata, i.e., metadata semantically structured facilitating search and retrieval while also facilitating (semi)automatic integration and validation. FAIR principles have also boosted research data publication and citation. Although lagging behind, research software is also moving forward in this direction, one of the reasons being its importance in science reproducibility. Some efforts working to make software a first-class citizen in research are the community-endorsed FAIR principles for Research Software [2] released in 2022, initiatives for Software Management Plans (SMPs) [3, 4] and machine-actionable SMPs [5], and best practices [6, 7] or efforts to automatically mine software citations and create structured machine-interpretable knowledge about software usage [8]. The importance of research software is also recognized in the National Research Data Infrastructure (NFDI) in Germany with groups such as the NFDI-Research Software Engineer (NFDI-RSE).
2. Metadata for Research Software

Structured, semantic, and machine-actionable metadata is a must when it comes to the FAIR principles, either for data or software. Metadata makes it easier for aggregators, archives and registries to provide a quick and open overview event if the described object is not openly available. Metadata for research software should be simple and flexible, focusing on those common elements, across software produced in a variety of scientific disciplines. A good starting point are the FAIR principles as they already suggest some metadata elements such as identifier, license, provenance and meaningful links to related objects (e.g., data consumed and produced by a software); some additional elements can be taken from scholarly publications metadata (e.g., creators, contributors, keywords).

In recent years, different efforts have repurposed Schema.org [9] for its use in science. It is a vocabulary developed by a community involving major search engines, and offers a simple way for web pages to semantically describe their content by embedding structured markup. Bioschemas [10] and CodeMeta [11] build on top of Schema.org and provide specifications to describe research software. Bioschemas ComputationalTool specification is used in bio.tools [12], while CodeMeta is used in the Software Heritage Foundation Archive [13]. NFDI-RSE is currently working on a software common marketplace that would benefit from the use of community-agreed metadata as it would enable information retrieval for software across different disciplines. A common metadata layer for research software would also make it easier to interoperate with extended and richer versions used along the consortia. For instance, the NFDI4DataScience requires additional metadata to describe training and optimization processes done with software created and/or used in solutions using data science and artificial intelligence technologies.

3. Software Management Plans

Data Management Plans (DMPs) are text-based documents describing the data management lifecycle from collection to preservation. Machine-actionable DMPs (ma-DMPs) [14] add a structured layer on top, so it becomes easier to automate the integration of information and updates. Software Management Plans pursue the same aim but for software. For instance, the Software Best Practices Focus Group, part of the ELIXIR Tools Platform, proposed an SMP for Life Sciences [3]. Similarly, the Netherlands eScience Center and the Dutch Research Council (NWO) have developed (national) guidelines for domain-agnostic SMPs [4]. Same as DMPs, SMP templates commonly pose questions to ensure that researchers follow some minimum software management standards and policies when developing research software. SMP would also help in better understanding inner workings of software, thus providing ground for a better explanation of research outcomes.

To improve interoperability and reusability of SMPs, a machine-actionable version of the ELIXIR SMP is under development [5, 15]. This ma-SMP version builds on top of the ma-DMPs so they can be easily integrated with each other. It reuses and harmonizes elements from the ma-DMP, Schema.org, Bioschemas and CodeMeta specifications, while also adding new types and properties. An overview is shown in Figure 1. In terms of NFDI, machine-actionability for DMPs and SMPs would make it easier to connect them to each other, while also developing templates tailored to different communities with a common ground, making it easier to, for instance, compare plans across different consortia and disciplines.
4. Future Work

Machine-actionability for DMPs should be embraced by the DMP working group part of NFDI-Infra section. Efforts should be combined with the RSE working group to also include maSMPs. In addition, NFDI consortia are working on the extraction of machine-interpretable metadata about software and their use in research, e.g. aiming at creating structured knowledge graphs of software and their scholarly adoption and use [8, 16]. While advancing the quality of information extraction baselines for such tasks is crucial to improve metadata quality, shared tasks on software mention detection and metadata extraction are currently being organized by the NFDI community. Using SchemaOrg as a lightweight gluing point seems reasonable as there are already efforts in that direction, it is domain-agnostic and can be customized following, for instance, the profile-way proposed by Bioschemas. By bringing multiple disciplines and communities together, NFDI is in a unique position to get community-based agreements wrt metadata for science.
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